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1 Introduction and summary
String eld theory is a useful technique that allows us to systematically deal with the in-
frared divergences that arise in the usual world-sheet approach. For this program to be
successful, one needs to construct a suitable string eld theory whose Feynman diagrams
reproduce the string theory amplitudes constructed from world-sheet description, to all or-
ders in perturbation expansion. Such an action was constructed for bosonic string theories
in [1, 2], and for type II and heterotic string theories more recently in [3].
Given a string eld theory action, one important question is: what are the reality
conditions on the elds that appear in the action? These conditions ensure that the action
is real for arbitrary eld conguration satisfying the reality conditions. One can carry out
much of the analysis in the theory, e.g. proof of gauge invariance, derivation of Feynman
rules, etc. without knowing the reality conditions. Nevertheless being able to nd this
condition is necessary for the consistency of the theory. For example this is necessary for
determining the overall phase of the S-matrix, which in turn is needed for checking the
unitarity of the S-matrix [4]. It is also necessary for determining which classical solutions
are allowed. For example if we have a scalar eld with potential proportional to (2 +a2)2,
then the only translationally invariant solution is  = 0 if  is required to take real values,
whereas we can also have solutions with  = i a if  is required to take imaginary values.
Reality conditions for the elds of bosonic string theory were determined in [2] and
analyzed in more detail in [5]. In this paper we determine the reality conditions for the
elds of superstring eld theory. Our method diers slightly from that of [2]. So in section 2
we rst illustrate this method by applying it to the bosonic string eld theory. The result
of our analysis agrees with that of [2]. In section 3 we apply this method to determine the
reality condition on the elds of superstring eld theory constructed in [3]. In section 4 we
rewrite the reality condition as a relation between hermitian conjugate and BPZ conjugate

















of our analysis to bosonic and superstring eld theories in arbitrary background described
by general world-sheet (super-)conformal eld theory.
Throughout this paper we shall follow the conventions of [3]. These dier from those
of [2] in certain aspects. For example the bracket f g used here was denoted simply by
f g in [2] and the regions Rg;n were called Vg;n in [2]. Our normalization condition for the
correlation functions in the world-sheet theory is given in (2.37) which diers from the one
used in [2] by a minus sign.
2 Reality condition in bosonic string eld theory
The world-sheet theory of bosonic string theory contains 26 scalars X for 0    25,
holomorphic ghost elds b; c, and anti-holomorphic ghost elds b; c. The singular parts of
the operator product expansion of these elds have the form:
b(z)c(w) =
1
z   w +    ;
b(z)c( w) =
1
z   w +    ;
@X(z)@X(w) =   

2(z   w)2 +    ;
@X(z)@X( w) =   

2(z   w)2 +    ; (2.1)































 n 1; 0  0 : (2.3)















n without any explicit factor of i. We
shall denote by H the Hilbert space of states jsi in the combined CFT of the matter and
ghost system satisfying
jsi 2 H i b 0 jsi = 0; L 0 jsi = 0 ; (2.5)
where
b0  (b0  b0); L0  (L0  L0); c0 
1
2
(c0  c0) : (2.6)
Let fj'r(k)ig be a complete set of basis states created by the action of b n, b n for n  2,
c n, c n for n   1, and i n, i n for n  1 on the state jki = eikX(0)j0i, where j0i
denotes the SL(2,C) invariant vacuum. In that case the vertex operators of the states j'ri
can be expressed as sum of products of eikX and (derivatives of) b, c, b, c, @X and @X,
























 r(k)j'r(k)i : (2.7)
If 'r has ghost number nr, then  r and 'r have grassmann parity ( 1)nr so that the string


















where gs is the string coupling and QB is the BRST charge, constructed from the oscillators
of b, c, b, c, T and T without any explicit factor of i. hAjBi denotes BPZ inner product
dened as
hAjBi = hI A(0)B(0)i ; (2.9)
with I(z)  1=z and I A denoting the conformal transform of A by the transformation I.
In order to construct the interaction term, we introduce a ber bundle bPg;n with base
Mg;n | the moduli space of genus g Riemann surface with n punctures | and ber
labelled by the choice of local coordinates (up to phases) around each puncture [2]. We
shall denote by g;n a point in bPg;n describing a specic Riemann surface with n-punctures
and the choice of local coordinates on the punctures. The multi-string interaction vertex
fA1   Ang for arbitrary states jA1i;    jAni 2 H in then dened as








dm1 ^    ^ dm6g 6+2n
*







where Rg;n denotes part of a section of bPg;n satisfying appropriate identities [2],
m1;   m6g 6+2n are the coordinates on Mg;n which can also be taken to parametrize
Rg;n, and h ig;n denotes correlation function on the Riemann surface g;n, with the vertex
operators of A1;   An inserted at the punctures using the local coordinate system associ-
ated with g;n. The b[v
()] factors are dened as follows. We can use standard procedure
involving Schier variation [2] to associate with any tangent vector @=@m of Rg;n a set
of holomorphic vector elds v(;i) on g;n for i = 1;   n. v(;i) either vanishes or is well
dened around the curve Ci encircling the i-th puncture, but may not be well dened away
from Ci. Then v







where wi denotes the local coordinate around the i-th puncture with the puncture situated




























where the denition of
H
includes the usual 1=2i factors so that
H
Ci
dwi=wi = 1 andH
Ci




n denote the usual oscillators of b and b acting on the Hilbert

















where  denotes complex conjugation.
In terms of the curly bracket dened in (2.10), the interaction term of the string eld









where f	ng  f		   	g with n insertions of 	 inside the curly bracket. Note that the
sum starts at n = 1. While the tree level action contains interaction terms involving cubic
and higher powers of the string eld, the Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) quantum master action
SK + SI also receives higher genus contribution that includes linear and quadratic terms
in the string eld.
Let us denote by g;n the Riemann surface of genus g and n punctures, obtained from
g;n by complex conjugation of all transition functions used to dene g;n, and the local
coordinates at the punctures. We also denote by Rg;n the image of Rg;n under this map.
We shall assume that Rg;n has been chosen such that [2]1
Rg;n = Rg;n : (2.15)
This means that for every g;n 2 Rg;n, we have g;n 2 Rg;n.
We are now ready to describe the reality condition on the string eld j	i. If nr is the
ghost number of 'r, then we impose the reality condition
 r(k)
 = ( 1)nr(nr+1)=2+1 r( k) ; (2.16)
where  r(k) are the coecients of expansion appearing in (2.7). Therefore  r(k)
 =  r( k)
when nr = 1 or 2 mod 4, and  r(k)
 =   r( k) when nr = 0 or 3 mod 4. Our goal will
be to show that once  r(k) satisfy (2.16), the string eld theory action given by the sum
of (2.8) and (2.14) takes real values.
If we dene r(k) via
 r(k) = (i)
nr(nr+1)=2+1r(k) ; (2.17)
then the reality condition may be written as
r(k)
 = r( k) : (2.18)
1Since at a generic point on the moduli space of Riemann surfaces the conjugation acts non-
trivially, (2.15) requires that on the conjugate Riemann surface we choose the local coordinates to be
complex conjugates of the original choice. On special Riemann surfaces which are invariant under conju-
gation, (2.15) requires that the local coordinates must either be invariant under conjugation, or we must

















Alternatively we could have absorbed the phase factor on the right hand side of (2.17)
into the denition of the basis states j'r(k)i so that r(k) will be directly the coecients
appearing in the expansion of the string eld in this basis. However we shall continue to
work with the original choice of the basis states.
In terms of the variables r(k) the bosonic string eld theory action given by the sum




















r1rn(k1;    kn)r1(k1)   rn(kn) ; (2.19)
where the vertex V (n) is given by
V
(n)
r1rn(k1;    kn) = (i)
Pn
i=1fnri (nri+1)=2+1gf'r1(k1)   'rn(kn)g ; for n 6= 2;
V (2)r1r2(k1; k2) = (i)
P2
i=1fnri (nri+1)=2+1g
h'r1(k1)jc 0 QBj'r2(k2)i+ f'r1(k1)'r2(k2)g  ;
(2.20)
with the `interaction terms' f'r1(k1)   'rn(kn)g for n  2 receiving contributions from
genus  1 Riemann surfaces. This has symmetry property:
V (n) ! ( 1)nrinri+1V (n) under ri $ ri+1; ki $ ki+1 ; (2.21)
and satises ghost number and momentum conservation laws
V
(n)
r1rn(k1;    kn) / Pi nri ;2n (26)(k1 +    kn) : (2.22)
We shall show that
f'r1(k1)   'rn(kn)g  = f'r1( k1)   'rn( kn)g ; (2.23)
and
h'r1(k1)jc 0 QBj'r2(k2)i = h'r1( k1)jc 0 QBj'r2( k2)i : (2.24)
It follows from this that
V
(n)
r1rn(k1;    kn) = ( 1)
Pn
i=1fnri (nri+1)=2+1gV (n)r1rn( k1;      kn) : (2.25)
Using (2.21) this can be written as
V
(n)




















rnr1( kn;      k1) :
(2.26)
Using the constraint on nri given in (2.22), this can be rewritten as
V
(n)












rnr1( kn;      k1)
= V
(n)

















Reality of the action (2.19) follows immediately from this, (2.18), and the fact that under
complex conjugation, a product of elds gets transformed to the product of the complex
conjugate elds in the reverse order. For grassmann even elds this order reversal has
no eect, but for grassmann odd elds this is related to the product in the original order
by a sign.
It remains to prove (2.23) and (2.24). To prove (2.24) we note that after expressing
QB and the states 'r1(k1) and 'r2(k2) in terms of the matter and ghost oscillators, the
only explicit factors of i arise from the fact that in the expressions for the states 'r's we
use the combination  i n and  i n. Now since the amplitude is Lorentz invariant, the
's must contract with each other in which case the factors of i combine in pairs to give
a real number, or the i0 factor acts on the vacuum producing a factor proportional to
ik. Since the latter factor remains invariant under the combined operation of complex
conjugation and change of the sign of momenta, we get (2.24).









dm1 ^    ^ dm6g 6+2n
*







First let us ignore the (2i) (3g 3+n) factor and the insertions of b(v(i))'s in (2.28). In this







involves vertex operators constructed out of products of b, c, b, c, @X, @X and eikX and
their derivatives. Since the operator products of these operators have no explicit factor of
i except for the factor of i accompanying each momentum factor k, complex conjugation
of the amplitude will have the eect of changing the sign of all the momentum factors, and
mapping g;n to 

g;n.











2One way to see this is to regard the genus g Riemann surface with n punctures as the result of plumbing
xture of several 3-punctured spheres. This allows us to express the correlation function on the genus g
surface in terms of products of three point functions on the sphere. Let us for deniteness take the three
insertion points on each sphere to be on the real axis, e.g. at 0, 1 and 2, and use the global coordinate on
the complex plane in the plumbing xture relations, e.g. for gluing the puncture at 0 on the i-th sphere
to the puncture at 1 on the j-th sphere, use zi(zj   1) = qij . Now since all the three point functions are
real in the basis we have chosen | except for the factors of i multiplying k | complex conjugation of
the amplitude will have the eect of changing k to  k, and complex conjugating all the variables fqijg



















Let us now study the eect of inserting the b(v())'s and the overall multiplicative factor
of (2i) (3g 3+n) as given in (2.28). Complex conjugation of the multiplicative factor gives
a factor of ( 1)3g 3+n. From (2.13) we see that we can represent the eect of the b(v())






















    
 j'rn(kn)i(n) : (2.31)
The action of bm and/or bm on the i-th state is to change the vertex operator to a dierent
one that is still made of b, c, b, c, @X, @X, eikX and their derivatives without any explicit
factor of i, except for the factors of i accompanying each factor of ki . Therefore the eect
of complex conjugation of this amplitude will be to evaluate the correlation function on
g;n, change the sign of all momenta, and replace v
(j;i)













's with the v
(j;i)
 m 's associated with the tangent vectors of
Rg;n around the point g;n. There are several transformations involved in relating v(j;i) m 's
around the point g;n to v
(j;i)
 m 's around the point g;n:
1. First of all since g;n is obtained from g;n by complex conjugating all transition
functions, the v
(j;i)
 n 's will get complex conjugated:
v
(j;i)
 n ! v(j;i) n : (2.32)
2. Since complex conjugation of the transition functions used in dening the Riemann
surface induces complex conjugation of the coordinates on Mg;n, the integration
measure
Q
i di^di, where fig are the complex moduli, transforms to
Q
i di^di =Q
i( di ^ di). Therefore the orientation of the moduli space picks a minus sign
for each complex dimension. As a result, half of the 6g   6 + 2n v(j;i) n 's also change
sign besides being complex conjugated when we compare the tangent vectors of Rg;n
around g;n and 

g;n. This gives a factor of
( 1)3g 3+n ; (2.33)
when we compare the integration measure around g;n with the integration measure
around g;n.
These two eects together lead to the equation24(2i) (3g 3+n) Z
Rg;n
dm1 ^    ^ dm6g 6+2n
*










dm1 ^    ^ dm6g 6+2n
*
























Note that the ( 1)3g 3+n given in (2.33) cancels the minus sign that arises from the
complex conjugation of the (2i) (3g 3+n) factor. On the right hand side we have replaced
the subscript g;n of (2.30) by g;n since conjugation operation is already encoded in the
fact that the integration is performed overRg;n. Using (2.34) and the fact thatRg;n = Rg;n,
we recover (2.23).
This completes the proof of reality of the action of bosonic string eld theory. One point
worth mentioning here is that the reality conditions on all the elds are not unambiguously
xed by demanding the reality of the action. For example since for an m-point amplitude of
states carrying ghost numbers n1;   nm we have
P
k nk = 2m, the action remains invariant
if we scale the elds as
 r(k)! ei(nr 2) r(k) ; (2.35)
where  is an arbitrary real number. Therefore whatever reality condition was imposed on
 r(k) can instead be imposed on e
i(nr 2) r(k) without aecting the reality of the action.
Since this does not transform states in the physical sector (which have nr = 2) this scaling
has no eect on the physical S-matrix of the theory.
Once the reality condition on the string eld is determined, we can use this to x the
overall sign of the action. Consider for example the string eld component labelling the
tachyon eld T (k) Z
d26k
(2)26
T (k) c c eikX : (2.36)
According to the reality condition (2.16), T (k) is the Fourier transform of a real scalar
eld. Using the normalization condition3
hkjc 1c 1c0c0c1c1jk0i = (2)26(26)(k + k0) ; (2.37)











T (k)T ( k); k2   (k0)2 + ~k2 : (2.38)
This is a wrong sign for the kinetic term. This can be repaired by the substitution g2s !
 g2s . As long as this substitution is made in the interaction term as well, the action
satises the requirement of gauge invariance, and we get a consistent string eld theory.
Furthermore, since the expansion of the action is in powers of g2s , this does not introduce
any extra factors of i, and the action remains real.
Before concluding this section we shall discuss the relation between the reality con-
dition (2.16) and the one discussed in [2]. The reality condition in [2] was stated as the
requirement that the hermitian conjugate and BPZ conjugate of a string eld should have
opposite signs. Therefore in order to translate this condition to a condition on the coe-
cients  r(k) in (2.7), we need to understand the dierence between the action of hermitian
conjugation and BPZ conjugation:


















1. Hermitian conjugation replaces the ket state jki by the bra h kj, while BPZ conju-
gation replaces jki by hkj.
2. Hermitian conjugation complex conjugates the coecients  r(k) while BPZ conjuga-
tion leaves them unchanged.
3. Both hermitian conjugation and BPZ conjugation act in the same way on the os-




n, replacing n by  n and also changing the signs of in
and in. On the other hand hermitian conjugation takes cn and cn to c n and c n,
while BPZ conjugation takes them to  c n and  c n, respectively. In arriving at
these signs we have used the convention that BPZ conjugation involves conformal
transformation of the vertex operator by the SL(2,C) transformation z ! 1=z. This
is to be contrasted with the BPZ transformation in open string theory where we use
the SL(2,R) transformation z !  1=z.
4. Hermitian conjugation reverses the ordering of the oscillators as well as the relative
position of the basis state 'r(k) and the coecient  r(k), while BPZ conjugation
leaves them unchanged.4
Therefore if a basis state j'ri has pr number of b, b oscillators and qr number of c, c
oscillators, the reality condition of [2] may be stated as
 r(k)
 =   ( 1)qr ( 1)(pr+qr)(pr+qr 1)=2( 1)qr pr r( k) (2.39)
where the rst minus sign is due to the requirement of relative minus sign between the
hermitian and BPZ conjugation, the second factor is the eect of extra minus signs picked
up by the c, c oscillators, the third factor comes from having to rearrange the ghost os-
cillators, and the last factor comes from the reversal of the relative position of 'r(k) and
 r(k). Using the relation nr = qr   pr, one can see that this reduces to
 r(k)
 = ( 1)nr(nr+1)=2+1( 1)nr r( k) : (2.40)
This is not quite the same as (2.16), but diers from it by a factor of ( 1)nr = ( 1)nr 2.
This dierence however can be removed by redening the reality condition on  r(k) by
utilizing the freedom described in (2.35) with the choice  = =2.
3 Reality condition in heterotic and type II string eld theory
In this section we shall determine the reality condition in the heterotic and type II string
theories. We shall discuss the heterotic string theory in detail and then briey mention the
results for type II string theory.
The world-sheet theory of heterotic string in ten dimensions has additional elds be-
sides what we have in the bosonic string theory. They include ten right moving fermions
4Since BPZ conjugation reverses the radial ordering, a more correct statement would be that BPZ
conjugation also reverses the order of the operators, but for every reordering of a pair of grassmann odd

















 , bosonic ghosts ,  and an anti-chiral CFT of central charge 16, describing either
E8 E8 or SO(32) current algebra. The singular parts of the additional operator product
expansions are:
 (z) (w) =   1
2(z   w) 
 ; (z)(w) =
1
z   w +    : (3.1)
The operator product of  and  has non-standard sign convention, but this is the one that
is compatible with the bosonization rules (3.4) and the operator product expansion (3.5)
if we take into account the fact that ;  anti-commute with e. Alternatively we could
include an extra minus sign in the - operator product expansion and include an extra
minus sign in one of the terms in (3.4).














For the anti-chiral CFT of central charge 16, we shall not use any explicit representation,
but denote by jKi a basis of Virasoro primary states satisfying
hKjLi = KL; hKjJ(1)jLi = real : (3.3)
If we were representing the theory by a set of left-moving scalars Y I then examples of such
primary operators would have been @Y I , i cosY I , i sinY I etc. The full set of states in this
CFT are obtained by acting on these primary states the Virasoro generators LG n of this
CFT. From now on we shall refer to this CFT as CFTG, and the anti-holomorphic stress
tensor of this CFT by TG.
For computing string amplitudes, we need to bosonize the - system using
the relations
 =  e;  = @e  : (3.4)
The leading terms in the operator product of ,  and eq are
(z)(w) ' 1
z   w +    ; e
q(z)eq
0(w) ' (z   w) qq0e(q+q0)(w) +    : (3.5)
The elds  , ,  carry odd GSO parity whereas eq carries GSO parity ( 1)q for integer
q. It follows from this that  and  have even GSO parity. We also assign eq to have
picture number q and ghost number 0,  to have picture number 1 and ghost number  1
and  to have picture number  1 and ghost number 1, so that  and  have zero picture
number, and ghost numbers  1 and 1 respectively.
The string eld has two components: j	i and je	i. If we denote by Hn the Hilbert
space of GSO even states in string theory satisfying (2.5) and carrying picture number n,
then j	i takes value in H 1H 1=2 and je	i takes value in H 1H 3=2. We shall denote
by HNS = H 1 the Hilbert space of NS sector states and by HR = H 1=2  H 3=2 the



































X (z) ; (3.8)
and X (z) is the picture changing operator (PCO) given by










TF (z) =   @X : (3.10)
The
H
in (3.8) includes the 1=2i factor so that
H
dz=z is normalized to 1. The denition
of f	ng is similar to that for the bosonic string theory with the following important
dierences. Now fA1   Am bA1    bAng for m NS-sector vertex operators A1;   Am and n
R-sector vertex operators bA1;    bAn has, besides the insertion of the vertex operators and
the b-ghost insertions, also insertion of PCO's. The locations of the PCO's appear as extra
data in the denition of o-shell amplitudes, and so bPg;n now has to be replaced by ePg;m;n
whose base is the moduli space of ordinary Riemann surfaces with m+n punctures together
with the information on spin structure, and whose ber, for a genus g amplitude, contains
data on the choice of local coordinates around the punctures, as well as the locations
of 2g   2 + m + n=2 PCO's. Given g;m;n 2 ePg;m;n, we dene g;m;n 2 ePg;m;n as the
Riemann surface whose transition functions and local coordinates are complex conjugates
of those of g;m;n, and for which the PCO locations are also complex conjugates of those
on g;m;n. Rg;n appearing in (2.10) now has to be replaced by Rg;m;n | a (generalized)
section of ePg;m;n. Detailed procedure for choosing this section avoiding spurious poles can
be found in [7]. We shall impose the additional restriction on Rg;m;n that it is invariant
under conjugation, i.e. if g;m;n 2 Rg;m;n then g;m;n 2 Rg;m;n. A GSO even basis state
and the string eld component multiplying it are taken to be grassmann even for even
ghost number states in the NS sector and odd ghost number states in the R-sector, and
grassmann odd for odd ghost number states in the NS sector and even ghost number states
in the R sector. For GSO odd basis states the grassmann parities are taken to be opposite.
Even though the string eld is always GSO even, the information on the grassmann parity
of GSO odd states is sometimes useful during intermediate stages of manipulation, e.g. e 
will be taken to anti-commute with  .
In the NS sector we construct the basis of states j'r(k)i by acting on the tensor product
of the  1 picture vacuum e (0)eikX(0)j0i with momentum k and some primary state jKi
of CFTG, by the oscillators of b, c, b, c, @X, @X, ,  and T
G, carrying a net GSO parity
of  1. We do not allow any extra factor of i in the denition of the basis states except
for the factors of i accompanying the factors of k. The vertex operators for these states
can be built from linear combinations of GSO even products of (derivatives of) @X, @X,

















from the operator product expansions of the elementary elds, and (3.3), that the operator
products of the 'r's, when expressed in terms of 'r0 's, do not involve any factors of i,
except for the factor of i accompanying each factor of k.
Construction of the vertex operators in the Ramond sector also requires introduction
of spin elds. The spin elds are of two types: chiral elds S and anti-chiral elds S
.
The mutually local GSO even combinations of spin elds in the matter and ghost sector are
e (4n+1)=2S; e (4n 1)=2S; (3.11)
and their derivatives and products with the NS sector GSO even operators. The operator
products of these spin elds with each other and the GSO even NS sector vertex operators
(e.g. e (2n+1) ) can be computed from the following basic operator product expansions:
 (z) e =2S(w) =
i
2
(z   w) 1=2()e =2S(w) +    ;
 (z) e =2S(w) =
i
2
(z   w) 1=2e =2S(w) +    ;
e =2S(z) e 3=2S(w) =   (z   w) 2e 2(w) +    ; (3.12)
where  are ten dimensional -matrices, normalized as
f; g = 2 1 ; (3.13)
where ( )    etc. We shall use a representation in which all the -matrices
are purely imaginary and symmetric:5
()
 =   ; () =   ;  = ;  =  : (3.14)
With this the right hand sides of (3.12) have real coecients. If  i for 1  i  8 are the
real 88 SO(8) gamma matrices satisfying  i( j)T +  j( i)T = 2 ij then a specic choice



































From these, and the grassmann parities of various operators described earlier, we can
derive all other operator products, e.g. we have the following useful relations involving GSO
5Note that the overall phase of  can be changed by phase rotating S and S
 in the opposite direction
without aecting the last equation in (3.12). Therefore the choice of  to be imaginary xes the phases of
S and S
. The symmetry of  follows from the consistency of the operator product expansion (3.12). For
example evaluation of the three point function he  (z) e =2S(w)e =2S(y)i using (3.12) in dierent


















e  (z) e =2S(w) =
i
2
(z   w) 1()e 3=2S(w) +    ;
e (z) e 3=2S(w) =   i
2
(z   w)e =2S(w) +    ;
e =2S(z)e =2S(w) =  i(z   w) 1e (w) (w) +    ;
e =2S(z)e=2S(w) =    (z   w) 1 +    ; (3.16)
etc. We shall choose the basis of  1=2 picture states jb's(k)i in the R-sector to be such
that their vertex operators are constructed from products of (derivatives of) the operators
appearing on the left hand side of the above equations, and other GSO even operators
that were used to construct vertex operators for the basis states in the NS sector, without
any explicit factor of i. A similar procedure is followed for the construction of the GSO
even basis states je'si of H 3=2. In this case all the coecients appearing in the operator
product expansion of operators representing GSO even basis states in the NS and R sectors
are manifestly real except for the factor of i multiplying each factor of k.
During the evaluation of superstring amplitudes we also need insertion of PCO's given
in (3.9). Again the operator product of these operators with each other and the NS and R
sector vertex operators do not contain any explicit factors of i except those accompanying
the k factors.
To summarize, we have argued that as in the case of bosonic string theory, the operator
product expansion of the vertex operators of basis states in the NS or R sectors, and the
PCO's, do not contain any explicit factor of i, except that every factor of k is accompanied
by a factor of i. Using this one can argue, as in the case of bosonic string theory, that
f'r1(k1)   'rm(km)b's1(`1)    b'sn(`n)g 
= f'r1( k1)   'rm( km)b's1( `1)    b'sn( `n)g ; (3.17)
where 'ri 's denote basis of NS sector vertex operators of picture number  1 and b'si 's de-
note basis of R-sector vertex operators of picture number  1=2. This assumes that we have
chosen the integration slices Rg;m;n of ePg;m;n such that it is invariant under conjugation,
including locations of the PCO's.
We can now begin discussing the reality of superstring eld theory action. We begin
















b s(k)jb's(k)i : (3.19)
We impose the reality condition
 r(k)

















and b s(k) =  i ( 1)(ns+1)(ns+2)=2 b s( k) ; (3.21)
where nr and ns are ghost numbers of 'r and b's respectively. As will be seen in (3.27),
the dierence in the exponent of ( 1) in (3.20) and (3.21) is due to the fact that in the R
sector the grassmann parity of b's is given by ( 1)ns+1. Dening r, bs via6
 r(k) = i
nr(nr+1)=2+1r(k); b s(k) = i(ns+1)(ns+2)=2+1=2bs(k) ; (3.22)
the reality condition takes the form
r(k)
 = r( k); bs(k) = bs( k) : (3.23)
As in the case of bosonic string theory, we could absorb the phase factors on the right hand
sides of (3.22) into the denition of the basis states j'r(k)i and jb's(k)i. In that case r(k)
and bs(k) will be directly interpreted as the coecients of expansion of the string eld in
this basis. However we shall proceed with the original choice of basis.
Using the reality condition on j	i, we can proceed to check the reality of the interaction





























   d
10`n
(2)10










f'r1(k1)   'rm(km)b's1(`1)    b'sn(`n)g : (3.25)
The sign factors appearing in the rst line of (3.24) arise from having to move the coe-
cients r and bs through the operators 'r and b's. We shall dene the V (m;n)'s for other
ordering of the indices and arguments by appropriately rearranging the order of 'r's andb's's inside f g in (3.25) using the known grassmann parity of the basis states. Since the





























   d
10`n
(2)10
V (m;n)sns1;rm;r1(`n;    `1; km;    k1)bsn(`n)    bs1(`1)rm(km)   r1(k1) :
(3.26)

















V (m;n) has the symmetry properties
V
(m;n)
rirj (   ; ki; kj ;    ) = ( 1)nrinrj V (m;n)rjri(   ; kj ; ki;    ) ;
V
(m;n)
sisj (   ; `i; `j ;    ) = ( 1)(nsi+1)(nsj+1) V (m;n)sjsi(   ; `j ; `i;    ) ;
V
(m;n)
risj (   ; ki; `j ;    ) = ( 1)nri (nsj+1) V (m;n)sjri(   ; `j ; ki;    ) ; (3.27)
where we have used that in the NS sector the grassmann parity is ( 1)nr whereas in the
R sector the grassmann parity is ( 1)ns+1. It follows from (3.17), (3.25), (3.27), and that
the number n of Ramond sector states is always even, that
V
(m;n)





























Ghost charge conservation gives
M +N = 2(m+ n) : (3.30)




fnri(nri + 1)=2 + 1g+
nX
j=1































































































































Using (3.31), (3.32) and the fact that n is even, we can express (3.28) as
V
(m;n)




sn;s1;rm;r1( `n;    `1; km;    k1) : (3.33)
Substituting this into (3.24) and using (3.23) and (3.26) we see that this is exactly the
relation needed for the reality of the interaction term of the string eld theory action.
Let us now turn to the kinetic terms. For this we need to impose reality conditions on
je	i as well. We introduce basis states je'ri in H 3=2 following procedure similar to that in













and impose the reality conditions
r(k)
 = ( 1)nr(nr+1)=2+1r( k) ; bs(k) =  i ( 1)(ns+1)(ns+2)=2+1bs( k) : (3.35)
It is now easy to verify that each of the quadratic terms in the action satises the reality
condition. Consider for example the term involving elds in H 3=2:
1
2








bs1(k1) bs2(k2) +    ; (3.36)
where
fs1s2(k1; k2)  ( 1)(ns1+1)(ns2+1)he's1(k1)jc 0 QBGje's2(k2)i : (3.37)
It follows from (3.37), and the fact that the correlation functions of e's's do not contain
any explicit factor of i except those accompanying factors of k, that
fs1s2(k1; k2)
 = fs1s2( k1; k2) : (3.38)
Therefore (3.36) gives, using (3.35)
1
2







































Using the ghost charge conservation law ns2 = 4   ns1 , it is easy to see that the net pre-
factor is unity. Furthermore the signs of ki in the arguments of fs1s2 and
bs1 , bs2 can be
changed by variable redenition. Hence we get
1
2
he	jc 0 QBGje	i = 12he	jc 0 QBGje	i : (3.40)
Similar analysis can be used to establish the reality of all other quadratic terms in
the action.
As in the case of bosonic string theory, the reality conditions (3.20), (3.21) and (3.35)
are not xed unambiguously. Besides the ambiguity described in (2.35) (with similar phase
rotations acting on b s, r and bs) we also have the freedom of multiplying each Ramond
sector eld by an additional factor of  1 under complex conjugation since the Ramond
sector states always occur in pairs.
The analysis of the reality condition in type II string theory is similar. There are now
four sectors. The action takes the same form as given in (3.6) with j	i taking value in
H 1; 1 H 1; 1=2 H 1=2; 1 H 1=2; 1=2, and je	i taking value in H 1; 1 H 1; 3=2 
H 3=2; 1  H 3=2; 3=2. The denition of f g now includes insertion of holomorphic and
anti-holomorphic PCO's, and the operator G takes the form
Gjsi =
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
jsi if jsi 2 HNSNS
X0 jsi if jsi 2 HNSR
X0 jsi if jsi 2 HRNS
X0 X0 jsi if jsi 2 HRR :
(3.41)
Analysis similar to the one for heterotic string eld theory can be carried out here. It is
easy to see that the reality condition on the elds is determined simply by whether the eld
is fermionic or bosonic, since this determines the relation between the grassmann parity
and the ghost number. Therefore once we have chosen a basis generated by products
of derivatives of eikX and standard ghost and matter elds with real operator product
expansion coecients, and expanded the string eld in such a basis, the reality condition
on the string eld in the NSNS sector and RR sector takes the form given in (3.20) whereas
for string elds in the RNS or NSR sectors, the reality condition takes the form of (3.21).
Again, once the reality condition is determined, we can use it to x the sign of the
action. For the heterotic string theory we can consider the component of the string eld
j	i describing a graviton eld component h12(k):Z
d10k
(2)10
h12(k) c c e
   1 @X2 eikX : (3.42)







k2 h12(k)h12( k) + terms proportional to k1, k2

: (3.43)

















In type II string theory we work in the NSNS sector where again we can set the string
eld components e	 and 	 to be equal from the beginning. We can again consider the
string eld component describing the graviton eldZ
d10k
(2)10
h12(k) c c e
   1 e   2 eikX : (3.44)







k2 h12(k)h12( k) + terms proportional to k1, k2

: (3.45)
This has wrong sign and hence we need to make a g2s !  g2s substitution to get the correct
sign of the kinetic term.
4 Reality condition as a relation between hermitian conjugation and
BPZ conjugation
We have seen that in the case of bosonic string theory, the reality condition can be inter-
preted as the equality between hermitian conjugate and BPZ conjugate of the string eld
up to a sign. We shall now show that the same result holds for superstring theory provided
we choose the hermitian conjugation rules of various elds appropriately, and exploit the
ambiguities mentioned in the paragraph below (3.40) judiciously.7 We shall discuss the
case of heterotic string theory in detail; the analysis for type II string theory is very similar
and will be mentioned briey at the end.
We begin by dening the action of hermitian conjugation on various oscillators. We
choose the following denitions
(in)
y =   i n; (in)y =   i n; byn = b n; cyn = c n; byn = b n; cyn = c n;
(LGn )
y = LG n; ( 

n)
y =   n; 
y
n =  n; 
y
n =    n : (4.1)
It is easy to verify that the hermitian conjugation rules given above preserve the (anti-
)commutation relations between the oscillators. Besides this we shall assume that for
integer q hermitian conjugation takes eq to eq, and it takes the vacuum jk;Ki 
eikX(0)j0i 
 jKi to h k;Kj where hk;Kj denotes the BPZ conjugate of jk;Ki. Finally it
reverses the order of all the operators and complex conjugates any multiplicative coecient.
Action of BPZ conjugation is standard, except that due to half-integral dimensions carried
by various operators we have to choose the phase appropriately. For example acting on a
primary operator V (z; z) of dimension (h; h) the BPZ conjugation gives a multiplicative
factor of ( 1=z2)h( 1=z2)hV (1=z; 1=z), and we have to x the phase for non-integer values
of (h  h). We use the convention that acting on a primary operator V of dimension (h; h)
at z = z = 1, the BPZ conjugation takes it to
e i(h h)V (1) : (4.2)

















We also use the convention of [5] to dene star conjugation as the hermitian conjugation
followed by inverse of BPZ conjugation. Our goal will be to check if the string eld,
satisfying the reality conditions (3.20), (3.21), has simple properties under star conjugation.
We begin our analysis with the NS sector. Let us consider an arbitrary basis state ob-
tained by acting on the vacuum e (0)jk;Ki by various modes of b;b; c; c;  ; ; ; i; i
and LG without any additional factor of i. Let nb be the number of b;b oscillators, nc be
the number of c; c oscillators, n be the number of  
 oscillators, n be the number of 
oscillators and n be the number of  oscillators. We also dene
nbc = nc   nb; n = n   n ; n = n + nbc : (4.3)
n is the total ghost number of the state. Without loss of generality, we can arrange the
oscillators such that all the b; c;b; c oscillators are to the extreme left, all the ;  oscillators
are grouped together in the middle and all the   oscillators are to the extreme right, sitting
next to the vacuum e (0)jk;Ki. Locations of the i n, i n and LG n oscillators will not
matter; we can for deniteness x them to be at the left of the   n's.
We shall now collect various factors that arise from star conjugation. First of all
star conjugation changes the relative position of the b; c;b; c oscillators with respect to the
combination of   oscillators and e . This gives a factor
( 1)(nb+nc)(n +1) : (4.4)
Star conjugation of the ;  system gives a factor
ei(3n n)=2( 1)n = e 3in=2 : (4.5)
Here the rst factor on the left hand side is the inverse of the phase described in (4.2)
picked up during inverse BPZ conjugation while the second factor is due to the minus
sign picked up by the  oscillators during hermitian conjugation. The star conjugation of
b; c;b; c oscillators gives
( 1)nc( 1)(nb+nc)(nb+nc 1)=2 = ( 1)nbc(nbc+1)=2 : (4.6)
The rst factor again comes from (4.2) while the second factor is due to the reversal of
order of the b; c;b; c oscillators due to hermitian conjugation. The star conjugation of  
and e  system generates the factor
( 1)n (n +1)=2ei(n +1)=2 : (4.7)
The rst factor is due to the reversal of the order of the operators due to hermitian conju-
gation and the second factor comes from (4.2). There are no factors from star conjugation
of the i n, i

 n or LG n since hermitian and BPZ conjugation act on them in the same
way, and they are all grassmann even.
Now the condition that the state is GSO even requires n + 1 n to be even. Hence
we write

















Using (4.3), (4.8) we can express the product of (4.4){(4.7) as
( 1)n(n+1)=2 : (4.9)
This is the sign picked up by a basis state under star conjugation. The only other change is
the replacement of k by  k. Combining this with (3.20) we see that the phase picked up
by  r combines with that of 'r to give a net factor of  1. However since star conjugation
exchanges the positions of  r and 'r, it produces another factor of ( 1)nr 2 since this is
the grassmann parity of  r and 'r. This factor, however, can be removed by modifying the
reality condition on  r using the freedom described in (2.35) with the choice  = =2. With
this, the reality condition on the NS sector string eld may be written as the statement
that the star conjugation changes the sign of the string eld.
The above analysis can be extended to the Ramond sector with a few changes. We
represent the basis states in the same way, as oscillators acting on the Ramond vacuum state
e =2S(0)jk;Ki. We dene the action of hermitian conjugation on the operator e =2S
such that it diers from BPZ conjugation by a factor of i. This may seem unusual, but is
needed for example to satisfy
hbjOjai = hahcjOyjbhci (4.10)
with the choice a = e =2S, b = e =2S and O = e  . Here the subscript hc denotes
hermitian conjugation. Using the hermitian conjugation rules for jai and jbi dened above,
the result that Oy =  O due to the exchange of e  and   induced by hermitian conju-
gation, and the fact that 's are imaginary and symmetric, we get both the left and the
right hand sides to be i=2. However without the factor of i included in the denition
of the hermitian conjugation of e =2S, the two sides will dier by a minus sign.
We can now compare the signs picked up by a general basis state under star conjugation
with the corresponding analysis in the NS sector. The rst dierence is the extra factor of
i in the hermitian conjugation of the Ramond vacuum. The second dierence arises from
the fact that the phase (4.2) picked up by the operator e =2S during BPZ conjugation
has already been taken into account in the statement that star conjugation of this gives
a factor of i; so we do not need to include this in the analog of (4.7). However like e ,
the new operator is also grassmann odd, hence the eect of reordering generates the same
factor as in (4.7). This has the eect of changing (4.7) to
( 1)n (n +1)=2ein =2 : (4.11)
Another change occurs in (4.8) since the requirement of GSO even state now requires
n   n to be even. Hence we write
n   n = 2m; m 2 Z : (4.12)
Using (4.3), (4.12) we can now express the product of (4.4)){((4.6), (4.11) and i as

















This is the sign picked up by b's under star conjugation. Combining this with (3.21), and
the fact that the exchange of the position of b s and b's under star conjugation gives rise
to an additional factor of ( 1)ns 1, we see that the reality condition on the string eld
requires that the Ramond sector string eld picks up a factor of  ( 1)ns 1 under star
conjugation. However we can remove the last ( 1)ns 1 factor by a combination of the
freedom described in (2.35) with  = =2 and the freedom of multiplying each R sector
states by an additional factor of  1 under star conjugation. With this change of star
conjugation rules of the R sector eld, we see that the reality condition on the R sector
elds can be stated as the condition that they change sign under star conjugation.
The analysis for the e	 eld is similar, with e 3=2S replacing e =2S as the operator
creating the Ramond vacuum state.
Let us now briey discuss the analysis in the type II string theory. We begin with
the NSNS sector. In this case the vacuum is obtained as e (0)e (0)jki and we have
additional oscillators of  . Now if we go back to the analysis of NS sector of the heterotic
string theory, we can see that there was no dierence in our treatment of   and e  since
they have identical transformation under star conjugation and carry identical grassmann
and GSO parity, and due to this all relations (4.4){(4.8) involved only the combination
n + 1. So we can now repeat the analysis by grouping the oscillators of  
,   and the
e , e  together. If n is the total number of   and   oscillators then the analysis of
the NS sector for heterotic string theory can be repeated without any change, except that
all factors of (n + 1) will be replaced by n + 2 to take into account the presence of the
e  factor.8 Since the reality conditions on the string eld components take form identical
to that for the NS sector of the heterotic string theory, we conclude that the string eld
satisfying the reality condition changes sign under star conjugation.
The analysis in the RR sector follows in similar fashion once we note that the operator
e =2Se 
=2 S that creates the RR vacuum is invariant under star conjugation. The two
factors of i picked up by the two spin elds cancel against the minus sign that comes from
having to exchange their positions. Therefore the analysis of the heterotic string NS sector
can now be repeated with the replacement of n + 1 by n since we no longer have the e
 
factor. The result again is the change in sign of the string eld under star conjugation.
For the RNS and NSR sectors, we can use the analysis used for the R sector of the
heterotic string theory with the replacement of n by n +1 to take into account the extra
factor of e  or e  coming from the NS sector on the right or left. Therefore the phase
picked up by the basis states under star conjugation is identical to that for the R sector of
heterotic string theory. Since the component elds also pick up the same phases as in the
R sector of the heterotic theory, we again conclude that the string eld changes sign under
star conjugation.
8There is actually an additional factor of  1 for every half-integer weight anti-holomorphic eld since,
according to (4.2), under BPZ conjugation a half integer weight anti-holomorphic eld picks an additional
 1 factor compared to a holomorphic eld of the same weight. However since GSO projection ensures that



















Let us now consider the eect of putting string theory in a non-trivial space-time back-
ground. First let us consider the case of bosonic string theory. In this case in the world-sheet
theory certain number of X's will be replaced by an internal CFT of the same central
charge. As long as we can choose a basis of conformal primary operators of this CFT that
has the property that the three point functions on the sphere of all the primary operators
are real for real insertion points, we can build the basis in H by taking the tensor product of
descendants of these basis states and the basis states in the CFT involving the remaining
X's and the ghost elds, constructed in the manner described in section 2. With this
choice of basis the reality of the string eld theory action follows in a manner identical to
that in the at background.
Note that this choice of basis states will typically make the basis non-eigenstates of
the charge operators. For example for a compact internal dimension Y , it will require us to
use the operators eiKY + e iKY and  i(eiKY   e iKY ) as basis states, instead of eiKY .
However the proof of the reality of the string eld theory is simplest in this basis.
We also need to ensure that the kinetic terms of the string elds, obtained after im-
posing the reality condition, come with the correct choice of sign. This will require the
primary states of the basis, chosen in the manner described above, to have positive BPZ
inner product, with BPZ inner product as dened in (2.9). In order that a CFT provides a
consistent background for formulating string theory, its correlation functions must satisfy
these conditions.
The analysis for heterotic and type II superstring theories are similar. For example for
the heterotic string theory we have to assume that the internal superconformal eld theory
has a basis of GSO odd and GSO even primary states in the NS sector, and GSO odd and
GSO even primary states in the Ramond sector such that the 3-point functions of e 2n
multiplied by GSO even states in the NS sector, e (2n+1) multiplied by the GSO odd
states in the NS sector, e (4n+1)=2 multiplied by the GSO even states in the R sector and
e (4n 1)=2 multiplied by the GSO odd states in the R-sector are all real for real insertion
points. Once this condition is satised, the reality of the string eld theory action follows
from the same line of argument as in the case of string theory in at space-time background.
We also need to check that once the reality condition is satised, the kinetic terms have
the correct sign. The requirement of reality of the type II string eld theory action is a
straightforward generalization of these constraints.
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